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§ 1. INTRODUUTION 
Let R be a root system in a finite dimensional real vector space V 
and W be its Weyl group. Let P denote the lattice of integral weights, i.e. 
w, 4 P={k VI (O1,a) EZ, KeR}, 
where ( , ) is a W-invariant inner product on V. Choose a base B for the 
root-system and let R+ be the set of positive roots. For oc E Rf, let se 
denote the reflection with respect to 01. Finally, let S= (salor E B}. 
It is well-known that (W, 6’) is a Coxeter system. One has a partial 
order called Bruhat ordering on it. This ordering can be defined in several 
ways, their equivalence being established in ([2, Thm. 1.11). To suit our 
purpose here, we choose the following definition: For w, w’ E W, define 
w< w’ if there exist 011, . . . . ok E R+ such that (i) w’ = we,, . . . ask and (ii) 
tvB’xl . . . sLt$-1 (at) E R+ VlgigL. 
On P, we define a partial order as follows : For 2, ,U E P, define 3, >p if 
A-,a= zSB m,.o~ with m, a non-negative integer Bat E B. 
The aim of this paper is to examine the relationship between these 
orderings on W and P respectively. 
* Supported in part by NSF grant MCS 72-06066 804. 
** This paper was written while the author was a member at the Institute for 
Advanced Study, Princeton, N.J., U.S.A. 
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Let w G w’ E W and rl dominant in P, i.e. (A, B) > 0 Ba E B. Then from 
the definition of Bruhat ordering as given above, it is easy to see that 
WA > w’A. However, the converse may not be true. One can easily construct 
a dominant A in P and w, w’ E W such that WA 2 w’A but w$w’. Hence 
we strengthen our hypothesis and ask the following question: 
(*) Let w, w’ E W be such that WA> w’A for every A dominant in P. 
Then is w<w’T 
A somewhat weaker question is: 
(**) Let w, w’ E W be such that Z(w) =Z(w’) and WA> w’A for every II 
dominant in P. Then is w = w’ ? 
In this paper, we settle both these questions. Our main result is: 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume R to be irreducible. If R is of type A, (n> 1) 
or of rank ~3, then (*) holds. In all the other cases, the answer even 
to (**) is in the negative. 
REMARKS : 1. We thus get another characterization of the Bruhat 
ordering in case R is of type A, (m> 1) or of rank G 3. 
2. It is clear that the general case when R need not be irreducible 
can be handled by considering the irreducible components of R seperately. 
The main idea in the proof of the theorem is to make use of WJ, the 
set of coset representatives of smallest length in W/ WJ where J is a 
maximal proper subset of 8 and WJ is the subgroup generated by J. 
We recall a few properties of WJ (cf. [2, Q 31). 
(i) WJ=(WE W~Z(ws)>Z(w) V,SIE J}. 
(ii) The map f : WJ x WJ -+ W given by f(&, wJ) =wJ. wJ is a bijection 
(td E wJ, WJ E WJ). 
(iii) For w E W, let tl(w)=(wJ, WJ). Then Z(w)=Z(wJ)+l(eo~). We call WJ 
the WJ-part of w. 
To use WJ effectively, one is required to get explicit expressions for 
its elements. We do this in $ 2 for A,, in $ 3 for rank ~3 cases and in 
Appendix for C,(B,) and On. 
At this point, I would like to mention that our theorem has some 
interesting applications in the representation theory of semisimple Lie 
groups and algebras. e.g., Let 3 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra 
with Weyl group W. If (**) holds for W (i.e. if all the irreducible com- 
ponents of W are of type A, or of rank =G 3), then the “weak resolution” 
of a finite dimensional irreducible 3-module as given in ([l, Thm. 9.91) 
splits, i.e. it is in fact a “strong resolution” (cf. [l, Thm. 10.11). This 
result is proved by A. Rocha in ([3]). In fact, the formulation (**) is 
due to her and she has verified it directly if W is of rank Q 3 or of type 
A4, A5. 
My thanks are due to A. Rocha for bringing this problem to my attention. 
I am also thankful to N. Wallach for useful discussions. 
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$ 2. DESCRIPTION OF wJ IN CASE R IS OF TYPE A,, (122 1) 
Throughout this section, we assume that R is of type A,,. 
The Dynkin diagram of R is: 
0 0 . . . 0 0; B={ol1, . ..) an}. 
a1 012 &l-l an 
Let sg (1 <i <n) denote the reflection with respect to m. Then 
S={81, . ..) Bn}. Let J be a maximal proper subset of 6’. Then, after rela- 
belling if necessary, we can assume that there exist integers 0~ <q 
such that n=p+q+ 1 and J=s\s,+~. 
Let A={g=h . . . . a,+l)lar~Z, O<ul< . . . <u,+l<q+ 1). For each 
a E A, we deflne an element &z) E W in the following way: 
First define ~(a, j) =q+,+ . . . . . g ( =identity if a~ = 0). 
Let rl(a)=da, 1). . . . q@,p+l) --(I). 
It is easy to check that (I) is a reduced expression for q(q) and thus 
Z(r(q))= Iaj. (Note that j+u,-l>k+ak-I if j>k.) 
On A, we define a partial order G in the following way: For 
g=(a1, . . . . %+1), b=(h, *me, b,+l), define @<_b if ak<bk 7 lgk<p+l. 
Next, let 11,+i be the fundamental weight E P corresponding to 01~1, 
i.e. d,+i E V such that a&+i = &+I -&,+i -oc( Vi. 
We then have: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. 
(ii) &+I --@)Atil= ~~~” mkoln, where 
mk=mk(g)= # {l<t< rnin @+I, k)lk<t+e--l} 
(iii) For q, _b E A 
a<!? * r(a)~r(b) + mk(@ <mk(!?) vk 
(iv) 7: A -+ WJ is an isomorphism of ordered sets. 
PROOF : Let @EA be the element given by ui=&=...=t$+l=q+l. 
Clearly @ is the greatest element in A. It is easy to verify that 
&O)(m) E B for every i#p + 1. Thus @a) E WJ. Again, direct compu- 
tation shows that (ii) holds for &O). 
For convenience, we define, for EEA, lgk<lp+q+l, 
uk(g)= # (1 gt< min (p+ 1, k)lkgt+ut-11). 
Thus (ii) can be restated as m&z) =u&) Vk, Vg E A. 
We now prove (i) and (ii) for arbitrary a E A by induction on Z(r(@)) - 
- Ql(“G))* 
Let _a # ~0. Put up+2 = q + 1. Then there exists an integer i (1 g i QP + 1) 
such that ar <@+I. 
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Let a;‘=(a1, . . . . a$+ 1, ag+1, . ..) i.e. d=ag if t#:i and u;=&+l. Clearly 
_a’ E A and Z(&‘)) =Z(q(g)) + 1. Also, it can be easily checked that q(g’) = 
=sg+$.q(g). By induction hypothesis, (i) and (ii) hold for ?(a’). Since 
q(g’) E WJ and Z(~i+~.r(_a’))<Z(l7(_a’)), one has, by ([2, Lemma 3.11) that 
8{+a(9&')=7&)E WJ as well. 
Now, 
Hence, m&z) =v&‘) if k#i +a~ and 
nzccai(a)=mr~-l(a')+mc+c4+l(a')--+a,(a')+8r+a(.ptl. 
By induction hypothesis, ~(a’) =‘uk(a’) WC. 
It is easy to check that 
uctcq-I($)= min(p+l,i+at-I)-i+l; 
w++l(g’)= min(p+l,i+ar+l)-i; 
w+&‘)= min (p+ 1, i+at)-i+ 1. 
Thus, 
TQ+&)= min(p+l,i+at-l)+ min@+l,i+acl+l)- 
- min (p+l, i+at)-i+&+cg,p+l. 
Also, ur+&)= min @+ 1, i+at) -4. 
Case (i): i+ai<p+l 
In this case, 
Case (ii): i+at>p+l 
In this case, 
Case (iii): i+m=p+1 
In this case, 
~+4(~)=~)+(r,+1)-(~+1)--++=~+1-~=~(a). 
Thus mr+&)=~6+cllW 
Also, observe that for k#i +a and any t, 
/%<t+at-- 14% k<t+al- 1. 
Hence zcn(a;)=~n(a;‘) if bZi-l-@. 
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Since m&z) =m&‘) in this case and G+&)=u&‘) by induction, we 
have m&z) =u&) in this case also. Thus m&z) =u&) Bk and (ii) is 
proved. 
It is interesting to note that U&X) =number of times 8~ occurs in the 
reduced expression (I) for q(a). 
We next prove (iii). 
_a4 +~(a)~~@): s ince (I) gives a reduced expression for q(b) and 
q(a) is a subexpression of q(b), we get this implication by using ([2, 
Theorem 1.11). 
rl(a)<r(_b)~r(a).n,+l>r(_b).11,+1 as observed in the introduction. 
Hence m(a) <nz,(_b). 
Next, let m&z)<m&) B l<k<p+p+l. If possible, let at>& for 
some1~t<~+l.Considerk=t+a~-1>t+~~-1.Nowthastheproperty: 
kgt+at-1 and k < t’+at#- 1 D’<t. Thus, U&Z)= min (p+ 1, k)-t+ 1. 
However, since k z& t+bt-1, ~a(@= min@+l, k)-t”+l for some t<t”. 
Thus m&z) = u&) > u&) = m&) which is a contradiction. Hence at < bt 
B lgt<p+l. Thus _a<$. We have now proved (iii). 
To prove (iv), first observe that 7 is injective. This follows immediately 
from (iii). Also, q, q-1 are order preserving. Hence (iv) is proved if we 
prove that IAl = 1 WJI. One knows that 
jWJ(= 
p+q+2! 
p+l! q+l!’ 
It can be easily checked that IAl = ~~~i-0 . . . s-0 1. By induction on q, 
it can be checked that 
a+l p+a! a?o jx2 = p+q+2! p+l! q+l!’ 
Next, by induction on p, 
j&.q = a$l --?;+;,1+2! = y; P+$! _ p+q+2! 
p+l! q+l! 
=IWJI. 
%+1-O 
. . . . 
We have thus proved our proposition. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let W, J be as in Proposition 2.1. Let w, w’ E W 
be such that wA,+i> w’&+i. Then WJ-part of WQ WJ-part of ,ww). 
PROOF: Let wJ (respectively w’J) be the WJ-part of w (respectively w’). 
By (iv) of Proposition 2.1, there exists 9 (respectively a’) E A such that 
q(a) = wJ (respectively ~(a’) = w’J). Now w&+1 = wJA,+l= q(@l,+r and 
w’&+l = w’~&+I = &z’)&+L Since wA,+i > w’&+i, one has m&) < 
<nz&z’) Bk. Hence by (iii) of Proposition 2.1, wJ=r](tz)~~(~‘)=w’J. 
This proves our proposition. 
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REMXRK: -Forg=(al, . . . . opf-1) E A, define integersjo, . . ., j,+i as follows : 
jk= min {tlot>k}. (As before, u,+~=q+ 1). 
1<k=&+2 
Then l=j,<jig... < ja+l <p + 2. It is possible to check directly that 
From this it clearly follows that r](a) E WJ and also that r] is injective. 
Combining this with the fact that IAl = 1 WJI, one can prove thst q is 
bijective from A to W J. However, this doesn’t prove that 7-l is order 
preserving. 
§ 3. THE RANK <3 CASES 
In this section, we assume R to be of rank < 3. Let J C S be a maximal 
proper subset, say J=S\s,, oc E B. Let A, be the fundamental weight 
with respect to 0~. Then we have the following proposition which is 
analogous to Proposition 2.2. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let W, w’ E W be such that WA, >w’& Then the 
WJ part of w< WJ-part of w’. 
PROOF: It is clear that one has to consider the following cases only: 
(i) R is of type CZ or (72. 
(ii) R is of type CS. 
(iii) R is of type AK (k=l, 2, 3). 
Of these, (iii) is considered in $ 2. In case (i), the Bruhat ordering on 
WJ is a tots.1 order and it is quite easy to verify the proposition in that 
case. 
Case (ii) : R has the following Dynkin diagram: 
o-o-===$===o; B={ao, 0~1, a2). 
a2 a1 a0 
Let 8g be the reflection &, (0 <i < 2). 
(a) Let J= (80, a>, then 
WJ = (‘$ 82, 8182, 8081~2, WoW2, ~sWoW2). 
(b) Let J= (81, SZ), then 
WJ = {id, 80, 8180, tWl8o, 828180, 80828180, Wo82W0, SoWoS2Wo). 
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(c) Let J= (80, as), then 
WJ= {id, 81, 8281, 8081, 825081, 51~2@31, &91~2~0~1, mwl, 52Wob 
8152818081, 808182818081, ~1&.91~2W0@). 
In all these cases, it is quite straightforward to verify that for wJ, w’J E WJ, 
wJ< w’J iff &Ax w’JLL. The proposition now follows. 
0 4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1. 
We recall Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM: Let R be irreducible. 
(a) If R is of type A, (n>l) or of rank ~3 and w, W’E W be such 
that WA> w’A for every dominant A E P, then w G w’. 
(b) If R is not of above type, then one can find w, w’ E W such that 
(i) Z(w) =Z(w’), (ii) wA>w’A for every dominant A E P and (iii) w < w’. 
We prove (a) using Propositions 2.2 and 3.1. For (b), we give explicitly 
a pair (w, w’) satisfying the conditions in (b). 
PROOF OF (a): We make use of the following useful property of the 
Bruhat ordering in a Coxeter system: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let (W, S) be any Coxeter system and (Jg)iElbe a finite 
family of subsets of S such that nicI Jt = +. Then for w, w’ E W, we have, 
WG w’ e WJi-part of WG WJi-part of w’ Vi E I. 
This is precisely Lemma 3.6 of [2] and we omit the proof. 
We come back to our case (i.e. when W is irreducible of type An or 
of rank < 3). Let w, w’ E W be such that WA> w’A for every dominant 
AEP. 
Let do E B and A, E P be the fundamental weight with respect to &. 
Also, let J,=S\s,. Now by hypothesis, WA,> w’Aa and hence by Propo- 
sition 2.2 or Proposition 3.1 aa the case may be, 
WJa-part of w< WJa-part of w’. 
However, (7,, B J, = C$ and we can apply Lemma 4.1 to get w Q w’. This 
proves (a). 
PROOF OF (b): We first observe that a “counter example” (i.e. a pair 
(w, w’) satisfying the conditions in (b)) for a sub-Dynkin-diagram is also 
one for the ambient Dynkin diagram. Hence it suffices to consider the 
following cases only : 
(i) R is of type Cd. 
(ii) R is of type 04. 
(iii) R is of type I74. 
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Case (i) : R has the following Dynkin diagram: 
0 0 o+o; B={ao,a1, a2, m}. 
m3 a2 a1 (X0 
Let a$ denote the reflection sai (Ogi Q 3). Let Ilt (O<i < 3) be the funda- 
mental weight with respect to m. 
Let w = 8&S?o~i8~S~Sa nd tu’ = &8281808182&. 
It can be easily checked that Z(w) =Z(w’)=7 (i.e. the above expressions 
are reduced). 
Direct computation shows that 
WA0 = Ilo - 010 ; W’AO = A0 - (OLO + 2&l + 2aa + 2as) 
wodl=ril-(oro+or~+o12+oc3); w’Al=A,-(OCg+201~+2012+2619) 
wli2=~2-((oco+ol~+2m+o13); w’A3=d2-(ao+2a~+2cx3+2ar3) 
WA3 = A3 - (a0 + UI + a2 -t 013) ; w'A3 = A3 - (010 + 2alf 2~x2 + 20~3). 
Thus WA> w’A for every dominant A E P. However, w# w’ and so 
w SW’. 
Case (ii): R is of type D 4. For convenience, we take the Dynkin 
lndiagram of R to be: 
a0 
< 
; B= {uo, UO', al, a2). 
a2 a1 
BO' 
(The reason for choosing this particular labelling is to be consistant with 
the case of Dn+z (n 2 2) which is treated in the Appendix.) 
Let % be the reflection an4 (i=O, 0’, 1, 2). Let Ilt be the corresponding 
fundamental weight. 
D Consider elements w = 8~828~18280 and w’ = 828181y81&S2. It can be verified 
that these are reduced expressions (Z(w) = Z(w’) = 6). Also, 
It is now clear that WA> w’A for every dominant A E P but w 4 w’ 
since w#w’. 
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Case (iii) : R has the following Dynkin diagram: 
0 o+-o 
0 ; B= (Ul, a2, cx3, m4xq). 
Ul u2 u3 a4 
Let Q be the reflection Sag and Aa be the corresponding fundamental 
weight (l<i<4). 
Let w = s~s~4s~8~s~8~s35~838~ and w’ = 81838284s3828184838283. 
It can be checked that Z(w) =Z(w’) = 11. Also, 
t&& = li, - (2al+ 2~42 + 4~x3 + 2~x4) ; W’i’il = A1 - (2&l + 2~x2 + 4c%3 + 2614) 
Wli2 = d2 - (2&l+ 4~x2 + 8~x3 + 4014) ; W’~“i2 = ~‘i2 - (4al+ 5012 + SOL3 + 4a4) 
t&43 = 113 - (011-t 2012 + 563 + 3014) ; to’& = ~‘i3 - (3011f da2 + 7a3 + 3&) 
W(i4=114-((013+014); W’ii4=A4-((OLl+012+%%3+014). 
Thus WA> w’A for every dominant A E P. However w# w’ and so 
w $ w’. 
We have thus proved Theorem 1.1. 
APPENDIX 
We exhibit the elements of WJ in case W is of type C,, or Dn (J being 
a maximal proper subset of 6’). Here again, a certain pattern can be 
seen. We do not give the details of the proof. However, it is not difficult 
(a bit tedious perhaps) and is along lines similar to ones in Proposition 2.1 
where the case A, was considered. 
The case &+I (np 1): For convenience of notation, we take the 
Dynkin diagram of R to be: 
0 o---o o---o ===-+go; B={ao,w, . ...%} 
ha UP &I UO 
Let S$ denote the reflection sag (O<i<n). Let J=S\s, (O<p<n). We 
then describe WJ. 
Let j>p. For O~kgp, define #j, k)=gk . . . slso+sl . . . SUE W. 
For 0 < t < j, define n(j, t) = q-t+1 . . . g E W. (Note that n(j, 0) =identity.) 
Consider (r, a) = (~0, ri, . . . . r,, aP, . . . . a,) E Zn+2 satisfying 
(i) O<ro< . . . <r,gn+l -p 
(ii) a.j=O if j<p+r, 
(iii) O<an<...gapHi<p+rp. 
Define ql(_r, cz) = n(n, aB) s . . . - n(l, + r,, aptr& and 
772(T, a)=(d@+r,--1, 0). *** *$(P+r,-l, 0)). 
.(+(p++l-l,l)* *.* .#p+Q-z,1))* *** -(#p+po-I,&’ 
* **- *4(24P)). 
Let Ilk, a) = rll(T, a) * rz(T, (I). -(I). 
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One then has: q(~, _a) E WJ, (I) is a reduced expression, and if A is the 
set of tuples (r, a) satisfying the above three conditions, then 9 : A + WJ 
is a bijection. 
To make the pattern more transparent, we exhibit below a particular 
case, say n= 2, p= 1. We denote the reflection at simply by i. The Dynkin 
diagram is: 
o---o===c+o; J={so, 82}. 
a2 Nl a0 
(r,a)=@o, f-1, m, az) -- d_rv a_) (r, g=tro, n, a, 4 v(r9 a_) 
(2, 2, 0, 0) 
(1, 2, 0, 0) 
(1, 1, 0, 2) 
(1, 1, 0, 1) 
(1, 1, 0, 0) 
(0, 2, 0, 0) 
(1012)*(101) 
(012). (101) 
(12)*(101) 
(2). (101) 
(101) 
(012). (01) 
(0, 1, 0, 2) 
(0, 1, 0, 1) 
(0, 1, 0, 0) 
(0, 0, 1, 1) 
(0, 0, 1, 0) 
(0, 0, 0, 0) 
(12).(01) 
W*(Ol) 
(01) 
(2). (1) 
(1) 
id 
The cuae Da+2 (n> 1): For convenience of notation, we take the 
Dynkin diagram of R to be: 
: 
UO’ 
O-O---- ; B= {uo, UO’, cdl, . . ., a,}. 
68 a1 
or0 
Let at denote the reflection sai (i=O, 0’, 1, . . . . n). Let J=S\s, (O<p<n). 
We then want to describe WJ. 
Case (a): p=O 
Consider (r, a) = (r, ao, . . ., a,) E P+a satisfying: 
(i) O<r<n+l 
(ii) q=O if jcr 
(iii) lca,-=za,+l<...<a,gn+l. 
Defino 
?j(r, cz)=(s+. . . . -so”). . . . .(sanel-l. . . . *sl*&y)~ 
.(&&’ . . . *81*So) (1) 
where 
so-=80 if n--T even 
= SO, otherwise. 
Note: If r=n+ 1, then q(r, tz) =identity. 
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One then has: q(r, -a) E WJ, (I) is a reduced expression, and if A is the 
set of all such tuples in Zn+2, then 7 : A + WJ is bijective. 
Case (b): p~=l 
Let j>p. Define, for 1 < k~p, 
t$(j, k)=Sk- . . . ~81~83~8o~~S1~ . . . -85. 
Also, define 
#j, oo')=so*so~+?l* . . . -sj; 
$(j, O)=SO-81. . . . .sj; 
&j, O')=SO~.S~- . . . -tq. 
Define, for 0~ t < j, 
n(j, t)=sj-telm . . . -si (=identity if t = 0). 
Consider (,r, a) = (ro, ~1, . . ., rr+r, a,, . . ., a,) E Zn+3 satisfying : 
(i) O~r0~ri~ . . . <rp+l<7t+ 1 -p 
(ii) q=O if j<p+r,+i 
(iii) O~aa,g...~a,+*,+,~p+rr,+l. 
Define 
O”= 0 if rP+l-r, is odd 
= 0’ otherwise. 
Let $‘(r, a) be the element of W obtained from &r, 4~) by interchanging 
0 and 0’. 
Next define : 
73(r, a)=@@+r,- 1, OO’)* **- .~(ia+r,-1,00')).(~(13+~~-1-1, 1). 
* . . . .#p+rp-2, I))... *(~(p+~o--l,p)~ *** *#(P,P)). 
Let 
and 
Note that if rP =rP+i then $(r, a) =$‘(T, a) = id and $‘(r, a) =qO’(z, a) in 
that case. 
One then has : +(r, a) and qO’(r, a) E WJ and (I) is a reduced expression. 
If A is the set of all tuples (r, a) E Z a+3 satisfying conditions (i)-(iii), 
then 
WJ={qyT, a)l(r, a) EA} u {qv, a)l(r, a) E 4 w%+11. 
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(LO
) 
(LO
) *(z) 
(I,O
)-(21) 
(LO
)-(210) 
(I,oo)~(zI,o) 
(I,00I)~(ZI,O
) 
(0 ‘0 ‘I 
‘0 ‘0) 
(I 
‘0 ‘I 
‘0 ‘0) 
(z ‘0 ‘I 
‘0 ‘0) 
(0 ‘0 ‘z ‘0 ‘0) 
(0 ‘0 ‘z ‘I 
‘0) 
(0 ‘0 ‘z ‘I 
‘I) 
PI 
(I) 
(I)*(Z) 
(IO
) 
(IO
)*(Z) 
(IO
)*(ZI) 
(IO
)*(ZI,O
) 
(1,oo) 
(1,oo) e(z) 
(0 ‘0 ‘0 ‘0 ‘0) 
(0 ‘I 
‘0 ‘0 ‘0) 
(I 
‘I 
‘0 
‘0 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘I 
‘0 
‘0) 
(I 
‘0 
‘I 
‘0 
‘0) 
(z 
‘0 
‘I 
‘0 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘z 
‘0 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘0) 
(I 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘0) 
(I,OO)-(zr) 
(LOO) 
*(ZIO
) 
(I,oo)*(zI,oo) 
(1,001) 
(1,001)*(z) 
(1,001) 
*(ZI) 
(I,ooI)~(zIo) 
(I,ooI)~(zI,oo) 
(I,OOI)-(ZI,OOI) 
(z 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘z 
‘I 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘z 
‘z 
‘0) 
(0 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘I) 
(I 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘I) 
(a 
‘0 
‘I 
‘I 
‘I) 
(0 
‘0 
‘z 
‘I 
‘I) 
(0 
‘0 
‘z 
‘7, ‘I) 
(0 
‘0 
‘Z 
‘z 
‘z) 
Here again, we give a particular c&se, say n= 2, p= 1. We denote the 
reflection .sr by i (i = 0, 0’, 1, . .., n). The Dynkin diagram is: 
; J = {so, so’, 82). 
a0 
See the table on the previous page. 
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